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Why you should read this information.

These tips and resources are things I learned while publishing my first book.
Most of the information can be implemented at any time but are best when
done before publishing or after all of the editing has been completed .  There
is a lot of information on self-publishing and how to be a successful author
that is very relevant when publishing a book. 
 
It is highly recommended to hire an editor or have a professional person
review your manuscript.  It will save you a lot of headache, embarrassment
and in some cases money.  My first raw draft was seen by two experienced
writers and the final draft was given to another set of professionals. You can
never go wrong with hiring an editor or have trusted colleagues or friends
review your manuscript. Once the editing is completed it is time to move on
to the next phase of getting your manuscript formatted and ready for
publication. 

Before publishing there are several things that can make your writing and
promotions a lot easier.  Self-publishing is not always an easy task, but it can
be a very enjoyable journey as you watch your blank canvas come to life
through your written words.  Let's get started..... 
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TIP 1: 

FORMATTING

IS KEY
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Formatting your manuscript is

key to self-publishing.  Many

companies that offer self-

publishing have formatting

guidelines. Writing and self

publishing is best done in phases.

Before any formatting begins, all

spelling corrections and

grammatical errors must be

fixed.  It is easier to have this

phase of your writing completed

before attempting to format your

document. You want to have a

clean draft, without errors before  

formatting.

When a manuscript is well

written and formatted properly,

it makes the next phase much

easier as you become closer to

self-publishing.
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To format your document will require setting your page sizes and margins.  To
achieve this, key terms such as trim size, margins, bleed or no bleed will need to be
decided.  Depending on the self publishing company, these guidelines may vary.
 

Trim Size: (For Paperback) Decide the paper size in Microsoft Word
before uploading your manuscript to be published. The most
common used is 6x9 but there are other options.

Margins:  This is the space between the edges of the page and the text.
There are top, bottom and outside margins; for inside margins
(known as the gutter)  your text must not be cut off. It is best to set
your page size in advance of setting your margins to determine both
your page count and if you have elements that bleed.

Bleed:  Your book extends to the edge of the page which will prevent
white border to be seen at the edge when your book is printed.

No Bleed:  Book elements are within margins.

Formatting and having this information is important to publishing your
paperback book and it is needed when applying for an ISBN number.  

ISBN: An ISBN number is the "International Standard Book Number" which
is a unique ten or thirteen digit number that is assigned to every printed
book. A book's ISBN number identifies the title and the publisher of the
book it is assigned to. 
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Amazon's Kindle Direct Publishing (KDP) is easy and a free way for

authors and publishers to keep control and publish both e-books 

 and paperback books. 

Lulu Self Publishing allows authors to upload their book as a PDF

file to Lulu.com using their book creation process. Material is

submitted in digital form for publication. Authors can then buy

copies of their own book and/or make it available for purchase in

the Lulu Bookstore. 

Virtual Bookworm does it all, from eBook distribution to soft- and

hardcover printing in BW and full color. You'll also keep more of

your royalties than with many self-publishing services. 

Bookbaby publishes both e-books  and  print to go books. They

have partnered with Amazon.  There is a cost to use this company

to self-publish.

Draft2Digital does e-book format only. Their automated tools let

you upload a manuscript in any Word-compatible format and get a

ready-to-distribute e-book.

HERE ARE FEW SELF-PUBLISHING COMPANIES THAT PUBLISH

ONLY E-BOOKS  OR PRINT TO GO COPIES AND THERE ARE

SOME THAT PUBLISH BOTH. 
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TIP 2: 

CREATE YOUR

BOOK

DESCRIPTION



The best time to create your

description is during the writing

phase or after all  edits are

completed.   Writing a description

for your book can be very tricky. 

When using Kindle Direct

Publishing, the description that is

placed on the back of the book is

also on the top of the Amazon page.

This is prime real estate for getting

the message out about your book. 

This is where the reader gets to

learn why they should buy your

book. It is also imperative to use

keywords.   

Keywords should speak to

your target readers and attract

new viewers.     The description

is your advertisement for your

book.   Like any good ad or

elevator pitch, it  should be

simple, concise, short and to

the point.
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This is another great opportunity to have someone else assist you

in creating a description that is compelling and draws both your

target audience and others readers.    Along with keywords and

keeping your description short it  is also important to write it  in

the third person. It should not be from the author's point of view

but from the publisher’s perspective. 

If needed, have your hired editor or trusted professional writers

assist in crafting the description.   A lot of times, the author is too

close and emotional to write an effective description. The Author

can write about how good the book is but the Publisher shares how

much the book benefits the reader. It ’s all  about perspective.

The book description should be under 200 words with no more

than 3 paragraphs.   The keywords should be compelling to the

industry and genre of the book.   Google is always a good place to

look up keywords that are relevant to your book.
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TIP 3: 
HAVE A

POWERFUL

COVER PAGE



the color 

the fonts 

the pictures or graphics

even the title

The saying, “don’t judge a book by it's

cover" does not apply to an author who is

looking for readers especially self-

publishing authors. Not only will the cover

be judged but it will be dismissed, not

purchased and not marketable if it does not

grab the attention of viewers.  Creating a

catchy cover page is the beginning of

marketing your book. 

Things such as: 

 

All of these things make a big difference in

attracting viewers to your book.

Unfortunately, books are judged by the

cover.

It is okay to have your manuscript

completed before deciding on a cover page. 

Your cover is the first think that viewers see,

take your time.  You will know when it is the

right one.
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Paper Back Cover Template

This cover page template is the basic things you will need for your book cover. 
 

1)  Get a professional picture.

2) Create a bio of your accomplishments.

3) Add your book description.

4) Don't forget to keep the font and color consistent on your book cover.
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E-book Cover Page Template

The e-book cover page guidelines may vary depending on the self-publishing company. 
 The basic requirements are:

- photograph (jpeg/jpg)
- dimensions
- size
- color 

My ebook cover page was created using Canva.



Many of the self publishing platforms have tools to assist in

creating cover pages that are generally easy to use and have good

artwork.  Another option is to create your own and upload. There

are several graphic design tools that can be used, for example:

Canva or Photoshop.  Also, there is always the option to hire a

professional to create your cover page.  The decision on how to

create your cover page should not be taken lightly.  

A cover page can make the difference of your book being seen. 

 Keep in mind, you will be using this cover for all of your

marketing on social media as well as offline to promote and sell

hard copies.  The cover page needs to be able to work well in all

areas of your promotions.
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TIP 4 :  

40-MARKETING

IDEAS



The real deal about self-publishing has everything to do with your
new role to promote and market your book.  If you are not strong in
the promotion department hiring a public relations (PR) professional
is an option. The PR professional knows what to do to promote your
book and can take care of these things for a cost but it will save you on
time.  The other option is the DYI (doing it yourself) model where you
learn to do it yourself. I recommend making that decision early to
avoid any delay in promoting your book.  

For those that are going to write, publish and promote using the DYI
method hold on to your hats its going to get interesting. Here are just
40 marketing ideas that can help you promote and market your book.
There are a lot more opportunities so don't limit your creativity.
These marketing ideas can also be used in conjunction to hiring a PR
person as well.       
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  Website designated strictly for your 
WEBSITE
1.

       book and promotions.
 2.  For current website, add a button on    
      your website to take viewer to your book.
3.   Start a blog dedicated to your book.
4.   Add Goodread widget on your website.
5.   For WordPress website add plug in 
     "MyBookTable"to sell more books

PODCAST
 6. Search for podcasts that pertain to 
     your book and request to be a 
     guest speaker.
7.  Start your own podcast.    

SOCIAL MEDIA
8.  Create pages on social
     media (Facebook, Linkedin, 
     Instagram) designated
      to your book and you as an 
      Author.
9.   Create a twitter account
      to add quotes from your 
      book.
10.  Create hashtags and ask
      friends to use it when 
      sharing information 
      about your book.
11.  Pin your book cover to
      Pinterest.
12.  Ask those that purchase
      your book to  send you a
      picture-- create collage
      and use for marketing.
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AMAZON
13.  Sell your books on Amazon.
14.  Ask for reviews and testimonies on
      your book and place on Amazon and 
       other social media platforms.
15.  Use Kindle Direct Publishing, 
       for an Author Page on Amazon.

YOUTUBE
16. Start a YouTube channel about your
      book.
17.  Hire a professional videographer to
      create a trailer.
18.  Do informational short videos on  
      your book on YouTube.
19.  Do a panel discussion using Google
      Hangouts and post on your 
      Youtube channel.

EMAIL MARKETING
20.  Create a contest for your email list
       and have the winner receive a FREE 
       book. 
21.   Add your book title and where to
        purchase in your email signature.      

MERCHANDISE
22.  Make bookmarks with quotes from 
       your book, mugs, tote bags, buttons
       and other merchandise for your  
       books.
23.  Create promo teaser cards that can
       be left in locations to attract your
       target audience. Ensure the cards 
       have information about your
       book and where to purchase.

EVENTS
24.  Host a webinar.
25.  Offer to speak at events
        relevant to your book.
26.  Create events, workshops, or
       seminars relevant to your book.
27.  Do online discussions.
28.  Host book signings at local 
       restaurants, churches, or 
       organizations.
29.  Host intimate book readings at 
       family & friends homes.
30.  Do book tours in other locations.
31.   Discount e-books for .99 and
       offer a drawing to win a gift card
        or a Kindle Fire to the winner.
32,  Join Meet-up groups that are   
       relevant to your target audience.

CONTACTS
33.  Contact local newspapers for
       interviews
34.  Contact local radio stations.
35.  Partner with organizations
       that are relevant to your book.
36.  Offer to write articles in your   
       genre.
37.   Donate your book to places 
       where your target audience will    
         see it.
38.  Contact publicize services like 
       Help A Reporter Out (HARO)
39.  Register for Goodreads as an 
       Author. Create profile & 
       promote book
40.  Write a Press Release and send    
       to local outlets.
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R E S O U R C E S

Grammarly: Grammarly’s product offers grammar checking, spell
checking, and plagiarism detection services along with suggestions
about writing clarity, concision, vocabulary, delivery style, and tone.
Download the FREE app and it will check everything you write,
letters, emails, social media post.    https://app.grammarly.com/    

Canva: Canva is a simplified graphic-design tool to use as a
drag-and-drop format and provides access to photographs,
vector images, graphics, and fonts. It is used by non-designers
as well as professionals. Download a FREE app to help create a
catchy cover page and much more.
https://www.canva.com/

Goodread: Any author, anywhere in the world, can join the Goodreads
Author Program for free. All you need is an Internet connection and a
published book (or a soon-to-be published book) that can be found in
our database.https://www.goodreads.com/author/program  

Constant Contact: Constant Contact has web builder - easy to
create a website, landing pages, email blast, and social media for
promoting books.  **The Virtual Hailey Group is a partner of
the Constant Contact with access to website builders and tools
useful in marketing.  Use link to access discounts:
CONSTANT CONTACT ACCESS 
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https://app.grammarly.com/
https://app.grammarly.com/
https://www.canva.com/
https://www.goodreads.com/author/program
http://www.constantcontact.com/signup.jsp?pn=virtualhailey


W H E R E  T O  F I N D  U S

The Virtual Hailey Group, LLC.

Follow and Join Us On Social Media & Other Sights:

 
Website: www.thevirtualhaileygroup.com

Amazon Author Page: azon.com/author/nadineyhailey  

Facebook: 
https://www.facebook.com/thevirtualhaileygroup/  

LinkedIn Page:
https://www.linkedin.com/in/nadine-hailey-38a80316/

Twitter:
https://twitter.com/HaileyVirtual
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